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Abstract: Mechanical properties, in particular, strength (tensile, shear, compressive) and porosity, are
important parameters for understanding the evolution and activity of comets. However, they are
notoriously difficult to measure. Unfortunately, neither Deep Impact nor other comet observations
prior to Rosetta provided firm data on the strength of cometary material. This changed with the
Rosetta mission and its detailed close observation data and with the landing(s) of Philae in 2014. There
are already many articles and reviews in the literature that derive or compile many different strength
values from various Rosetta and Philae data. In this paper, we attempt to provide an overview
of the available direct and indirect data; we focus on comet Churyumov–Gerasimenko/67P but
include a discussion on the Deep Impact strength results. As a prerequisite, we start by giving precise
definitions of ‘strength’, discuss soil mechanics based on the Mohr–Coulomb ‘law’ of micro-gravity,
and discuss bulk density and porosity, sintering, and the physics of the strength of a cohesive granular
medium. We proceed by discussing the scaling of strength with the size and strain rate, which is
needed to understand the observational data. We show how measured elastic properties and thermal
(conductivity) data can be correlated with strength. Finally, a singular very high strength value is
reviewed as well as some particularly small-strength values inferred from the bouncing motion of
Philae, data from its collisions with the surface of the comet, and scratch marks it left, allegedly, on
the surface close to its final resting site. The synthesis is presented as an overview figure of the tensile
and compressive strength of cometary matter as a function of the size scale; conclusions about the
size dependence and apparent natural variability of strength are drawn.
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1. Introduction

The knowledge of the mechanical properties of cometary materials is important for
several reasons. First, the origins matter in accretion mechanics (sticking vs. breaking up of
dust agglomerates). Second, the dynamical and thermal evolution of a comet and, in par-
ticular, the observable physical processes (activity, impact, regolith transport), depending
on the strength and porosity. For small bodies in general, mechanical properties are not
only important for planetary defence, impact risk, and mitigation strategies, but also for
asteroid mining.

The YORP effect changes the rotation state of a small body. In the case of spin-
up, this may lead to a partial or total disruption; the critical rotation period for small
asteroids rotating faster than the ‘spin barrier’ (period of 2.3 h for a typical bulk density of
2000 kgm−3) requires some internal strength if the body is a rubble pile [1].

The thermal, mechanical, structural, and dielectric properties of cometary nuclei have
been discussed in great detail by [2], and a whole chapter in the upcoming Comets III book
is dedicated to material properties (Aurélie Guilbert-Lepoutre, priv. comm.).

In this mini review, we attempt to provide a critical overview of the available direct
and indirect data; we focus (but not exclusively) on comet Churyumov–Gerasimenko/67P
and in the summary, provide a synthesis of what is known about the mechanical properties
of comets.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Definitions: Density, Porosity

One key descriptive variable for cometary matter is the extent to which the granular
material (ices, refractories) fills the available space. This is commonly referred to as the
packing fraction or packing density η, defined as the fraction of space occupied by particles.
Within the geotechnical community, it is more common to report the complement ε = (1 − η)
called the void fraction or porosity [3]. We will use ε for porosity = void fraction, η for
packing density or packing fraction, and ρ for the densities (grain density: material mass
density excluding any pores). Macroporosity is defined as the volume of void space between
the particles or constituents (which may have voids in the interior, i.e., microporosity) of a
porous medium divided by the total volume. The bulk (total) porosity of a body with both
micro- and macroporosity is not the sum of the two:

εbulk = 1− ρbulk
ρgrain

εMacro =
εbulk−εmicro

1−εmicro

(1)

Equation (1) is only valid for media made up of particles with identical microporosities.
The general equation relating porosities and (average grain, bulk) densities is

εMacro = 1− ρbulk/ρgrain

1−
m
∑

i=1
εmicro,ivi

∑ vi = 1
(2)

The vi are the volume fractions of particles with microporosity εi, given as a binned
(size-sorted) histogram with m bins. Note that macroporosity can be further divided into
intergranular porosity (between particles) and intragranular porosity (re-entrant surfaces
on the exterior of particles) and that micropores can be divided into open pores and
subgranular, closed pores [4]. This is important for gas transport through the porous
medium.

The (macro)porosity of a random packing of equal-sized, non-cohesive spheres is
within the dense and loose packing bounds, 36.5% [5] and ~42–44%, with the latter depend-
ing on friction and stress [6,7]. For granular media with a wide size distribution of particles,
the macroporosity is lower than that of equal-sized spheres (compare Figure 1), whereas
any (irregular) deviation from the spherical shape of the grains tends to increase porosity
(for a semi-empirical model to calculate this see [8] and references therein). If the particles
of a granular bed are cohesive, the porosity of the bed increases monotonically with the
so-called granular Bond number Bo, the ratio of cohesive force (per contact) and weight:

Bo =
FvdW
mg

=
FvdW

Πρgd3 (3)

Here, g is the local gravity, m is the mass, ρ is the density, d is the diameter of a particle,
and Π is a dimensionless shape factor of the order of 1 (0.52 for a sphere). There is a fairly
universal empirical relation (e.g., [9,10]) between porosity and Bo, confirmed by DEM
simulations. For example, a porosity of 75% (random packing, monodisperse) requires
Bo~4000, which for typical comet conditions translates into a particle diameter of the order
of 50 µm (using the van der Waals forces for rough particles calculated by [1]). However,
almost arbitrarily, high porosities can exist (i.e., are mechanically stable in the gravity of
the comet) if the particles are bonded, which leads us to the next section.
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and ‘bonded’ (e.g., sintered) porous media, which typically form from the granular matter 
if the particle contacts form chemical or hydrogen bonds. There are various mechanisms 
possible to form strong bonds: cold- or hot-pressing, i.e., sintering involving solid diffu-
sion; cold-welding (metals), or, more important for cometary matter, recondensing vola-
tiles forming sinter necks preferentially around particle contacts. Bonded granular media 
are fundamentally different to granular matter: they have some mechanical ‘competence’ 
similar to a solid, cannot flow (just creep, at most), and their strength and thermal con-
ductivity are very strong functions of the dimension of their bonds, scaling with the di-
ameters of the sinter necks. 

The theory of sintering in comets, i.e., by recondensing volatiles, is a complex field 
and has been described by various authors, e.g., [11,12]. To discuss sintering is beyond the 
scope of this paper, but one result is very important: even a small degree of sintering 
changes the mechanical (and thermal) properties drastically. 

Note that there are two main kinds of sintering that relate to porosity: (1) no change 
in porosity—dependency of partial pressure of volatiles on the radius of curvature, mol-
ecules are transported from the same grain to its contact necks [13], (2) change in porosity 

Figure 1. Porosity. (Top left): Illustration of particle unmixing for particles with strongly disparate
diameters. As small particles are added to a system of larger particles, the larger particles resist being
displaced and the packing state does not change. A similar effect occurs for the addition of very large
particles. (Bottom left): Illustration of particle mixing for particles with similar diameters. As similar-
sized particles are added to a system, particles can be displaced, thus changing the packing state.
(Right): Illustration of the random packing structure of strongly polydisperse spheres. Compared to
monodispersed configurations, porosity is reduced by the filling of void spaces. Macroporosity refers
to the porosity generated by the void spaces between particles, whereas microporosity is caused by
void spaces and cracks that formed inside individual particles.

2.2. Definition: Bonding

We have to distinguish between granular media, where the individual grains may
experience friction/interlocking and cohesive (van der Waals) forces with their neighbours
and ‘bonded’ (e.g., sintered) porous media, which typically form from the granular matter
if the particle contacts form chemical or hydrogen bonds. There are various mechanisms
possible to form strong bonds: cold- or hot-pressing, i.e., sintering involving solid diffusion;
cold-welding (metals), or, more important for cometary matter, recondensing volatiles
forming sinter necks preferentially around particle contacts. Bonded granular media are
fundamentally different to granular matter: they have some mechanical ‘competence’ simi-
lar to a solid, cannot flow (just creep, at most), and their strength and thermal conductivity
are very strong functions of the dimension of their bonds, scaling with the diameters of the
sinter necks.

The theory of sintering in comets, i.e., by recondensing volatiles, is a complex field
and has been described by various authors, e.g., [11,12]. To discuss sintering is beyond
the scope of this paper, but one result is very important: even a small degree of sintering
changes the mechanical (and thermal) properties drastically.

Note that there are two main kinds of sintering that relate to porosity: (1) no change in
porosity—dependency of partial pressure of volatiles on the radius of curvature, molecules
are transported from the same grain to its contact necks [13], (2) change in porosity if
volatiles are coming from outside the sample volume and re-condense preferentially around
the contact necks.

2.3. Definitions: Strength

By strength, we mean the ability of a material to withstand an applied load without
failure (breaking) or (less important for brittle materials) plastic deformation >5%, expressed
as a force per unit area, which corresponds to an energy per volume. For a schematic of
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the behaviour of an elastoplastic medium when the load is compressive see Figure 2.
Compressive strength is identified as the ultimate strength (catastrophic failure), tensile
strength is identified analogously as the ultimate strength in tension (similar to cohesion),
and shear strength is identified as the ultimate strength under a shearing load. For rather
brittle materials as expected for cometary matter, the yield strength, ultimate strength, and
breaking strength coincide at strains of <5%
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Figure 2. Schematic stress–strain diagram for an elastoplastic solid. A brittle solid typically shows
just an approximately linear stress–strain curve up to failure, i.e., yield strength, ultimate strength,
and breaking strength coincide at strains of <5%.

Different definitions of strength are adopted (or implied) in the literature and particular
care is needed when comparing the results. For instance, cratering physics models include
an ‘effective strength’ parameter that often depends on how the material equation of state
and damage model are implemented rather than the actual properties of the object (see
above). In the following paragraphs, we use the unqualified word strength to present the
observations and models in general and we specify the type of strength (tensile σT, shear
σS, or compressive σC) when it is known unambiguously. As we showed above, the general
approximation for granular or weakly bonded porous materials is that σC is typically at
least one order of magnitude larger than σS and σT.

The compressive strength σC is uniquely measured by applying force along a certain
axis until a predefined state of the sample (brittle failure or permanent deformation) is
obtained. The force along the axis can be exerted on the sample either while perpendicular
to this axis and the material is not confined—uniaxial (unconfined) compression—or the
sample can be also confined in the perpendicular direction—triaxial compression. Almost
all available data are on uniaxial compressive strength. In this paper, unless otherwise
indicated, ‘compressive strength’ is uniaxial compressive strength.

Note that ‘flexural strength’, which is relevant for bending failure, e.g., for overhangs,
is approximately equal to tensile strength (or smaller, if the surface under tension has
more imperfections than the bulk material). ‘Buckling’ of a column of material is theoreti-
cally only dependent on Young’s modulus for an elastic medium but for brittle materials,
compressive failure is usually reached before any ‘buckling’ can be observed. In general,
ductile materials or soils under high confining stress fail in shear, whereas brittle mate-
rials (most geologic materials, at least under low confining pressure) fail in tension. For
the shear strength (=torsional strength) of geologic, in particular, granular materials, the
normal (perpendicular) pressure has to be specified. We show in Section 2.3.1 that the
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‘strength’ generally also depends on the strain rate and size of the specimen; therefore, the
information on all these quantities needs to be given a meaningful strength value.

In cratering and impact physics, scaling laws are frequently applied [14,15] that use
an “effective” strength that is not precisely defined. It is clear though that the outcome of
an impact (real scale experiments: Deep Impact [16], Hayabusa 2 [17], DART [18,19]) can
be very different depending on whether it takes place in a strength or gravity regime; strain
rates are naturally orders of magnitude higher than for all other processes we regard here.
Finally, there are also several engineering terms, such as (scratch, indentation) hardness,
(fracture) toughness, wear resistance, etc., which we do not discuss here.

For common (terrestrial) rocks, the compressive strength is of the order of 10–300 MPa,
and tensile strength and shear strength are 10 (tensile)–20 (shear) times smaller. The latter is
true for almost all brittle materials Note that even for the commercial reference materials,
the compressive or tensile strength for a given size and strain rate is known to scatter by up
to a factor of 2 depending on the testing method/geometry [20] or 20–30% from specimen
to specimen [21].

The penetration resistance (or (ultimate) bearing capacity/strength in soil mechanics
or the semi-confined compressive strength) can be defined as the force per area of a pile
(diameter d) driven quasi-statically into a semi-infinite often granular medium where the
displaced matter either reduces porosity in the volume affected (which is of the order of d3)
or heaves up the surface around the intruder. It should not be confused with dynamic drag
resistance, which scales as (relative velocity)2.

For a homogenous, isotropic medium and a thin pile, the static penetration resistance
per unit area should be (ideally) twice the uniaxial compressive strength for geometrical
reasons of stress propagation [22]. It is important to note that it exists even in cohesionless
granular matter with friction angle φ. Under microgravity, however, the cohesion term c
(shear strength under zero normal load) is dominant, then bearing a capacity of ≈Nc(φ) · c,
with Nc(φ) a unitless factor that is typically 20–50 for typical friction angles of 30◦ ± 5◦ (see
Section 2.3.3 and Figure 3 below and, e.g., [23,24]). Bearing strength is depth-dependent if
there is a significant overburden pressure (such as on Earth) and obviously, the (triaxial =
confined and to a lesser degree semi-confined) compressive strength of a granular medium
must sharply increase once the random closed packing or “jammed” state has been reached.
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2.3.1. Strain Rate Dependence of Strength

Strain rate
.
s is defined as the time derivative of (dimensionless) strain. A process can

be called quasi-static if
.
s <≈ 1 is typically <≈ 0.01 1/s. It is known that the compressive

strength of brittle materials depends on the rate of deformation; the faster the deformation,
the greater the measured strength values (note that ice additionally flows plastically at very
low strain rates). All brittle solids, including geophysical and engineering materials, appear
to follow a universal dependence of the compressive strength σc on the strain rate

.
s with

respect to the quasi-static compressive strength σc,0:

σc = σc,0

(
1 +

.
s2/3
∗

)
.
s∗ =

.
s/

.
s0

(4)

where
.
s0 is a material constant of the order of 200 to 1000 s−1 for terrestrial rocks, ordinary

chondrites, and concrete [26]. Thus, a rate effect of σc is expected for strain rates >200 s−1,
which is much higher than the strain rates of all Philae–comet contacts or of boulders falling
from cliffs on 67P (<10 s−1). At first glance, a significant effect would be expected for the
Deep Impact cratering experiment [16] but this is not the case, as the hypervelocity crater
scaling correlations are ‘calibrated’ with the quasi-static material strengths of the laboratory
samples.

2.3.2. Size Dependence of Strength

The strength of (even slightly) consolidated materials also depends on the volume
under stress; strength generally decreases with increasing size. The size effect is important
if comparing local (dm to m-scale) strength with global comet nucleus strengths; it is
predicted to disappear if the length scale is much smaller than a certain threshold D0.
The often-assumed linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) size dependence of strength
~D−0.5 for brittle failure is not valid for all length scales D, and also not valid for granular
non-bonded media.

The effective tensile strength in LEFM is given by (e.g., [27–30]):

σe f f ∝ D−3/(2ω) (5)

Here, ω is the exponent for the power law flaw size distribution. Note that as the
LEFM (Weibull) size effect is statistical, the effective strength σeff represents the average
of the scattered individual values (although the size dependence on particle strength is
systematic, the results of strength tests performed on particles of similar sizes may vary by
up to one order of magnitude [29]). LEFM is very successful on large scales; Housen and
Holsapple [27] combined observations of flaw sizes in terrestrial rocks, from millimetre-
sized cracks in ~1–10 cm laboratory samples to ten-kilometre faults and fractures in the
field, and suggested thatω ≈ 3 applies for rocks of all these scales.

A more realistic description of the scale dependence of strength has been given by [31]
and is schematically depicted in Figure 4. Note that the LEFM ~1/D1/2 dependence is
the asymptote at large sizes, whereas below the characteristic size D0, strength becomes
independent of size (as long as D is larger than the scale of the intrinsic inhomogeneities
of the material). D0 is estimated, with the empirical constant λ calibrated with concrete
as D0 = λl ≈ 40 l [31,32], with l the inhomogeneity size of the inclusions in the material.
The latter seems to be ~1 mm for common (L) meteorites [33,34], consistent with the size of
large chondrules or CAIs, and might be ~3 mm or larger for the ‘pebbles’ imaged by the
CIVA cameras at the 67P Abydos site [35].
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Figure 4. Size effect law [31] for quasi-brittle failures bridging the power law of plasticity (horizontal
asymptote) and the power law of LEFM (inclined asymptote). The small-size asymptotic strength
(compressive or tensile) has been arbitrarily set to 1000 Pa and l to 1 mm (blue curve) or 4 mm (yellow
curve). These values could be roughly appropriate for the cometary material at 67P’s Abydos site
(see main text). The corresponding values of D0, 40 mm and 160 mm, are indicated as vertical black
dashed and dash-dotted lines, respectively.

2.3.3. Terminology of Soil Mechanics and Application to Micro-Gravity

It is useful to introduce the terms “cohesion” and “angle of friction”. These refer to
the Mohr–Coulomb (MC) failure criterion representing the plot (‘linear failure envelope’)
that is obtained from a plot of the shear strength of a material versus the applied normal
stress, as in Equation (6). It is a simplified mathematical model describing reasonably well
the response of brittle materials, such as rocks or rubble piles, to shear stress as well as
normal stress. The theory applies typically to materials for which the compressive strength
far exceeds the tensile strength.

σs = pn tan φ + c (6)

where σs is the shear strength, pn is the normal stress, c is the intercept of the failure
envelope with the σs axis (i.e., shear strength at zero normal pressure), and φ is called the
angle of internal friction. Compression is assumed to be positive. Note that the linearity
implicit in the Mohr–Coulomb equation is just a convenient approximation and in reality,
the σs(pn) relation is often curved, in particular, at a small pn (e.g., [36]). Nevertheless,
linear MC is the basis for engineering soil mechanics [37–40], which adopts the so-called
limit equilibrium method to identify the ultimate bearing capacity of the ground. The
general shear failure of the soil is determined as part of the analysed scenario in which
multiple slip faces are generated. Note that the ultimate bearing capacity of the soil
depends on the damage mode with large porosities or soft soil prone to produce punching
shear failure (other modes are local shear failure and general shear failure) [38]. A large
portion of terrestrial soil mechanics deals with the effects of pore water and groundwater,
complications that we can neglect here; also, depth- and gravity-dependent terms (caused
by the overburden pressure and ‘upheaving’) can often but not always be neglected in
the micro-gravity environment of comets. Comet 67P has a typical surface gravity of
1.6 × 10−4 ms−2, generating an overburden pressure of less than 0.1 Pa/m; the g-dependent
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terms [23,41] create an additional ‘bearing strength’ of the order of 2 z [Pa/m] with depth z
and 0.5 D [Pa/m], with the size D of the intruder.

Note that soil mechanics is not a precise theory. Depending on the detailed modelling
of failure, the expressions, e.g., for the φ-dependent factors, such as Nc, vary by the order
of 10%; other pre-factors depend on the shape of the ‘foundation’ and are of order unity
but known only empirically to an accuracy of the order of 10%.

The angle of internal friction φ is typically a function of grain shape. Smooth, rounded
grains may have φ lower than 25◦, whereas jagged, spiky grains can lock together and
permit values in excess of 35◦. The angle relates to the angle of repose of a ‘sandpile’;
realistic values on planetary surfaces are probable in the 30◦–35◦ range [41].

3. The Available Data

Before the Rosetta mission arrived at comet Churyumov–Gerasimenko in 2014, the
range of bulk densities, porosities, and strengths for a comet was very uncertain [23,42,43].
Unfortunately, neither Deep Impact nor other comet observations seemed to provide firm
data on the strength of cometary material. The few observational constraints available for
comets and cometary meteoroids [23], as well as theoretical considerations and laboratory
measurements [44] for weakly bound aggregates, led us to estimate the quasi-static tensile
(or shear) strength of cometary material in the dm- to m-range as of the order of 1–10 kPa,
whereas the compressive strength was estimated as of the order of 10–100 kPa with an
uncertainty of at least one order of magnitude. The upper limit of compressive strength
was estimated as 100 kPa (comet surface engineering model for the design of Philae, [43]).

Locally, higher strength values might occur (“crust”, compacted ice). A tensile strength
of 5 MPa for cold-sintered comet material was taken as a worst-case scenario in the design
of the Philae lander anchoring harpoons [45–47].

Table 1 shows the typical strength values for these materials that could indicate the
range of values to be expected on a comet.

Table 1. Strength of snow and firn ice as a function of density; adapted from [48,49]. Note that the
experimental data scatter significantly around the average values shown here.

Material
Tensile Strength/kPa
(Depth If Sintered
from Top)

Comments Ref.

Snow 0.3–2000 in air [49]

H2O ice, porous
(73%), sintered

1000 (0...0.1 m)
100 (0.1...0.5 m)
500 (0.5...0.65 m)
1000 (>0.65 m)

ρ0 = 261 kgm−3, strongly
sintered (compact ice crust of a
few cm, below texture of
well-sintered snow)

[24]

CO2 ice, porous (48%) 2400 (crust)
200...500 (below)

CO2 ice powder, sintered.
ρ0 = 806 kgm−3 [24]

Solid ice 700–3000 −15 ◦C, increases moderately
for lower temperatures [49,50]

Water ice’s mechanical and thermophysical properties are important because ice is the
main volatile involved in sintering in cometary material.

The dependence of different strength measures for a temperature of about −15 ◦C on
the density of porous ice is shown in Figure 5. It is evident that the small-scale strength
in the relevant density range of 300–500 kg m−3 is of the order of 10–100 kPa. It should
further be noted that the compressive strength shows a remarkable increase with decreasing
temperatures [49,51,52], 4 times over the range from 0 ◦C to −40 ◦C, whereas the tensile
strength is nearly independent of temperature [50]. Another source of experience comes
from the KOSI (German for “comet simulation”) experiments. Ref. [53] measured Young’s
modulus and the compressive strength (actually, penetration resistance, about a factor
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~2 higher than σc) of ice–dust mixtures with high porosity at temperatures between 123 K
and 253 K in laboratory experiments. The setup aimed at “simulating” possible cometary
analogue material, i.e., solar heating from the top and sintering by recondensing volatiles.
The KOSI and related experiments showed that the compressive strength and Young’s
modulus increase with decreasing temperature, decreasing dust content, and increasing
density. Only very dense mixtures show an increase in compressive strength, similar to that
of solid ice. Mixtures with bulk density ≤ 700 kgm−3 showed constant σc below ~230 K.
The ratio of Young’s modulus E and compressive strength σc was found to be ~100. Ref. [54]
found a value of 20 kPa for their amorphous ice samples with a density of 250 kg m−3.
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4. Results from Space Missions (and Telescopic Observations)
4.1. Porosity

For most cometary nuclei, a high porosity (70–80%) is suggested; it has never been
measured directly and has always been derived from the observed bulk densities and
estimated or assumed composition. However, even precise global bulk densities exist only
for comets that have been rendezvoused by spacecraft, and the global total porosity can
only be inferred from the estimated global dust:ice mass ratio F and the composition of
the ice(s), which is typically 75% amorphous water ice and 25% CO2 ice with an average
density of 958 ± 5 kgm−3. The density of the refractories (the ‘dust’) is rather uncertain
and the dust:ice ratio in the nucleus is extremely uncertain for cometary nuclei.

The nucleus material bulk density can be determined precisely for rendezvoused
comets (mass from radio science divided by volume from shape model); however, it is
difficult to determine at smaller scales. With knowledge of the bulk parameters only, it is
also not possible to distinguish clearly between micro- and macro-porosity, though large
voids in the nucleus of 67P can be excluded, based on gravity field data [55].

The Deep Impact experiment on comet 9P/Tempel 1 did enable a coarse estimate
of the bulk density of 400 kg m−3 (200–1000 kg m−3) from the dynamics of the impact
ejecta [56].

For 67P, we have more constraints for porosity: using ρbulk = (537.8 ± 0.6) kgm−3 [57],
the dust:ice mass ratio F = 1–7, a chondritic average grain density of the dust (2.27–
3.69 g/cm3 [58]), and the measured dielectric properties [59,60], the porosity seems to
increase from 58% in the first meter to 75–86% below [2,60,61]. Note that F in the nucleus is
very uncertain; it may be 1–7 [59] or 0–2.4 [62] or 0.03–2.4 [62] or ≥5 [63] or <2.3, with very
wide margins [64].
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The link between density and porosity assumes some of the other properties (compo-
sition, material densities [55]) and the relevant relations are (see also Figure 6)

wdust =
F

1+F Dust mass fraction

ρg =
[

wdust
ρdust

+ (1−wdust)
ρices

]−1
Average grain density

εt,b = 1− ρbulk/ρg Total bulk porosity

(7)
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Figure 6. Global, total porosity of comet 67P vs. dust:ice mass ratio F. Parameter is the dust grain
density in kgm−3, i.e., the bounds of carbonaceous chondrite meteorites from [58]. The density of ice
(actually a mix of various frozen volatiles after [60]) is assumed as (957.5 ± 4.5) kgm−3 and the global
average bulk density as (537.8 ± 0.6) kg m−3 [57]; microporosity of both dust and ice is assumed to
be 0. The dust:ice ratio in the nucleus is still debated (see main text).

4.2. Strength

This section summarizes the strength values obtained by space missions to comets.
The numbers we report are not direct measurements as they would be done in controlled
laboratory experiments, but they are typically upper or lower boundaries for strength
derived from joint studies involving observations of physical processes, and our best
theoretical understanding of the parameters controlling those processes. Because no mission
could yet conduct dedicated strength measurements, the properties of cometary surfaces
are typically determined from indirect observations such as morphological studies at
different scales.

At the largest scale, i.e., the full nucleus of a few km, the tensile strength (now of
the whole comet, not just the surface material) can be bracketed from two observations:
cometary nuclei with known rotation rates and sizes (visited by spacecraft) do not break
up at their current rotation rate but tidal forces have been observed to tear apart a comet.
Those observations provide a lower and higher boundary to the strength of the bulk
nucleus, respectively. Cometary nuclei must have a few Pa of tensile strength to resist
rotational break up [65] but no more than 100 Pa (tidal stress in disruption events such
as the encounter of comet Shoemaker–Levy 9 with Jupiter [66] or the disruption of the
sun-grazing comets, [67].

On scales of 10 to 100 m, cliffs and spires are prominent features of cometary topogra-
phy that can be as tall as several hundred meters, with overhangs that sometimes collapse.
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The height of these cliffs and in general, all gravitational slopes steeper than the material
angle of repose (or internal friction angle), provides a direct constraint on the tensile strength.
Reports from several comets show a lower limit of a few Pa [68–71].

For comet 67P, Groussin et al. [70] analysed the collapsed cliff overhangs observed
from orbit. Assuming that they collapsed under their own weight and not due to other
causes, they derived a compressive (maybe rather tensile, for bending failure?) strength of
the consolidated material that most likely is in the range of 30–150 Pa (overhangs, scale
5 m) with an upper limit of 1.5 kPa (surface materials, 10 cm scale) and a compressive
strength of the collapsed structures <11.6 kPa (1 m scale). The strength of the consolidated
material was also estimated by analysing the terrain characteristics of the steep cliffs, where
the material is exposed on the surface. Based on these observations, the tensile strength
of the material is in the range of 1.5 to 100 Pa, the shear strength is in a range of ~13 to
≥30 Pa, and the compressive strength is in a range of 30 to 150 Pa and possibly up to
1.5 kPa [72]. Thomas et al., 2015 [73], were among the first to estimate the tensile strength
of some overhangs on 67P, resulting in values of 10–20 Pa for 10 m size. Although all these
values are extremely low compared to rocks on Earth (typical tensile strength is in the MPa
range), it is sufficient for cliffs to survive in the very low-gravity environment of a comet.

In the same scale range, the effective strength of cometary material could be inferred
through studies of the Deep Impact crater, which report an upper limit of 12 kPa [16,74].
More precisely, from scaling relations for impact models of the temporal evolution of the
morphology of the DI cratering event, Richardson et al. [56] estimated a bulk tensile strength
for the excavated upper layers of the comet of 1–10 kPa. Housen and Holsapple [74] have
argued that the estimates of Richardson et al. may be low by an order of magnitude, that is,
~100–1000 Pa.

Below the 10 m scale, comets such as 67P are covered with boulders [75,76] that
may have fallen from the aforementioned cliffs or may have been ejected by cometary
activity from one area of the nucleus falling back on another. Rosetta observed such
processes in several instances, reporting objects up to several 10 s of meters in size travelling
100 m or further without breaking up [77,78]. It was estimated that boulders must have a
compressive strength σc > 200–2000 Pa in order to withstand the impact stress. This range
is compatible with the Deep Impact results [42,79].

We note that most cometary boulders appear to be made of consolidated materi-
als, whereas most “airfall” areas (as in the Agilkia area of 67P, see [73]) seem to con-
sist of granular matter with very small tensile strength but still ~1–10 kPa compressive
strength [78,80–82].

At smaller scales (1–50 cm), our best knowledge of the surface material strength comes
from the multiple touchdowns of Philae on comet 67P and its scientific operations in the
Agilkia (apparently granular) and Abydos (apparently well-consolidated material) sites.

Upon its first landing at Agilkia, Philae did not succeed in damping all of its velocity
and bounced back, leaving behind clear imprints (craters) of its contacts (not of the 3 feet!)
in the regolith and excavating ~200 kg of material [80]. This provided a unique opportunity
to study a low-velocity impact in a semi-controlled test as mass, velocity, and material
properties of the ‘projectile’ were perfectly known. The authors of [80–82] used this
information and data provided by the onboard accelerometers to derive a compressive
strength of the regolith in the kilopascal range. A similar range of values was found in
the Hapi region, where a 10 m large falling boulder bounced several times on the surface,
leaving clear imprints in the regolith [78].

The collisions of Philae after its first touchdown until its final rest could be rather well
reconstructed and the coefficients of restitution (tangential, normal) could be estimated [83].
Heinisch et al. [84] attempted to reconstruct the attitude of Philae during its bouncing
flight [85] and derived mechanical strength values from the inferred interactions of specific
parts of the lander structure with the collision surfaces. They derived an overall upper limit
of compressive strength of ~800 Pa (including all uncertainties) for ‘consolidated material’ but
locally derived ‘upper limit’ values of 8± 7, 73± 77, 147± 77, and 399± 393 Pa. We do not,
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however, consider these values as upper limits for two reasons: first, they contain a dynamic
penetration resistance term of at least 12–60 Pa (see below) and second, they critically
depend on applying the correct interacting area of Philae’s structure in the interactions. The
latter is based on a Philae attitude vs. time model [85], which, to the best of our knowledge,
was not checked for consistency with the (Euler) equations of motion of Philae’s complex
rotation and on a simplified shape model of the comet near the contact points, which means
that the real contacts due to small-scale roughness on the comet’s surface may have resulted
in completely different, smaller contact areas. Partly sliding contacts (the case to be expected,
in general) would explain the long contact durations without necessarily meaning the deep
(~0.5 m) intrusion of parts of the Philae structure into the comet surface.

We now discuss some analyses that significantly stand out from the general picture.

4.2.1. Philae’s Collisions: The Putative Ultra-Soft Cometary Material

After O’Rourke et al. [86], the final collision of Rosetta’s lander Philae with an ‘outcrop’
of a few meters in diameter at the Abydos site and the subsequently claimed damage to
that object, seemed to show that some boulders are extremely fragile. The authors, under
the main working assumption that certain features of images almost 19 months apart were
caused by Philae (“scratches”) and assuming various cross-sections or lengths that could
not be measured on the said images, reported a compressive strength of≤12 Pa, which as an
upper limit value is so low that its tensile and shear strength must be less than ~1 Pa. Maybe
more importantly, such a material is very likely inconsistent with the transmission and the
velocity of the sound waves observed by the Philae CASSE experiment at the Abydos site.
Assume, for instance, a compressive strength σC of only 100 Pa, an (unrealistically large)
ratio E/σC = 1000, and a Poisson number in the range 0–0.4, the velocity of Rayleigh waves
must be 7.5–9 m/s, that is, one order of magnitude below the CASSE lower limit. Even the
smallest measured shear wave velocities in the lunar regolith are larger (>25 m/s, [87]),
and a non-negligible strength is necessary so that the material can transmit shear (or
Rayleigh) waves.

For granular (not cemented) media with bulk density ρ, the dynamic intrusion re-
sistance for velocity v can be written as 1⁄2ρCDv2, where CD is ~4 for low-velocity im-
pacts [88,89]; using CD = 2, ρ = 538 kg/m3, and v = 0.15 m/s (Philae’s velocity just before
final collision, ([80], Table S3), we obtain at contact a ~24 Pa penetration resistance. This is
not a strength.

The quasi-static compressive strength σC would come on top of any measured dynamic
penetration resistance; we can estimate it according to soil mechanics as σC ≈ c Nc(φ), with
Nc(30◦) = 30 (30◦ might be typical for planetary regolith grains [41]); the cohesion c, which
has the same order of magnitude as tensile strength, can be roughly estimated using
Rumpf’s equation [90,91], c ≈ (1− ε)/ε× FvdW/d2. Assuming FvdW ≈ 1 nN (from [1]) and
a grain diameter d of 12 µm [64], then c≈ 2 Pa and the compressive strength (∝1/d2) would
still be ~70 Pa, albeit extremely uncertain (we know neither the mean size of load-bearing
‘grains’ nor the roughness parameters necessary to calculate the van der Waals cohesion).
The important point is that the very low tensile strength according to the Rumpf equation
excludes the slightest bonding by, e.g., sintering, which is not consistent with the other
observations of consolidated material at the Abydos site.

Even if the assumptions in O’Rourke et al. [86] are correct and one boulder displays an
extremely low value of compressive strength, it should be noted that these results are not
necessarily representative of cometary material in other regions. For instance, as discussed
above, El Maarry et al. [77] and Vincent et al. [78] reported on boulders larger than 10 m
travelling over tens of meters (possibly ejected by outbursts) and surviving the journey.
This indicates strength values that must be larger than what is inferred by [86]. Vincent
et al. [78] derived a minimum compressive strength in the range of 230–2000 Pa for boulders
in the Hapi region.
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4.2.2. The Abydos Site of 67P: Review of the Putative Hard Material

Some experiments on Philae can provide data about the mechanical properties of the
nucleus surface at Abydos. These are mostly from MUPUS, the thermal and mechanical
properties probe consisting of a 32 cm-long penetrator driven by an electromagnetic hammer
mechanism on top (see Figure 7), anchor sensors, and an infrared radiometer [92], and
SESAME [93], an experiment suite consisting of a dust sensor (DIM), a permittivity probe (PP)
for measuring electrical properties, and CASSE (comet acoustic surface sounding experiment),
with its accelerometers and ultrasonic sources located in Philae’s landing gear feet.
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Figure 7. The MUPUS PEN with the deployment device in the stowed position on the lander (cruise
configuration). From top to bottom, the figure shows the front-end electronics PEN-EL, the hammer
mechanism, the PEN rod in which the temperature sensors are implemented, the deployment device
spools and boom, the depth sensor, and the barbed tip of the PEN. The PEN is mounted to two struts
that are bolted onto the top of the APX housing. The red perforated plate is a SESAME PP electrode
and is not part of the MUPUS package. The diameter of the PEN is 10 mm, and the diameter of the
hammer head is ~70 mm. Image courtesy of J. Knollenberg.

At the final landing site, the MUPUS penetrator did not succeed in breaching through
the surface, suggesting the material hardened to a compressive strength of σc > 2 MPa [22],
at first being unconstrained to even higher values. This value was based on the observed
bouncing of the PEN on the spot after an initial downward movement of 27 mm (as
indicated by the depth sensor) and the known penetration performance from the pre-
launch experiments together with the assumption that the PEN tip was hammering on
the surface of the comet. Unfortunately, no independent proof, e.g., images, exists to
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confirm that the tip indeed interacted with the ground. It is easy to overlook that several
caveats to this conclusion were made by the authors in the Supplementary Materials of
their publication. In addition, there might be another possibility that could affect the
strength value derived from the non-penetration. Because of the non-nominal working
of the hammer at the highest energy level (EL = 4), Spohn et al. used the stroke energy
of EL = 3 (which worked nominally) for their derivation of the strength. Ground tests at
this energy level had shown successful penetration into a material of 2.1 MPa but at a very
low penetration rate (~0.2 mm per 4-stroke sequence). Only 8 such 4-stroke hammering
sequences at this energy level were performed. Pre-launch testing had also shown that
the initial penetration was most difficult because anchoring of the tip by its barbs was
necessary to avoid rebound. To achieve this, the PEN needs to hammer several times on
nearly the same spot until the required depth of a few mm is reached. It seems plausible
that the probably rough and steep sloped surface of the boulder [94], together with the
low penetration rate, may have prevented the initial penetration of the tip. In this case, the
lower limit for the compressive strength would reduce to 0.58 MPa (±30%).

A possible problem (as already mentioned by [22], in the Supplementary Materials)
with the derived lower strength limit conclusion is the assumption that the PEN interacts
with the surface at its tip. However, it cannot be excluded that there is another explanation
for the absence of penetration progress, namely the blocking of the PEN hammer head by
a protrusion of the nearby boulder. That is, the PEN tip was ‘hammering into vacuum’,
whereas the head hammered against the protrusion ‘ledge’.

In this case, a crude estimate of the necessary boulder strength can be given by
σ > E/V, where E is the stroke energy and V is the effective volume. The lower part of the
PEN hammer head is approximately a cylinder with an equivalent radius of RH = 27 mm.
Approximating the effective volume [38] by a half cylinder of the same radius RH (because
the PEN tube prevents more than one-half of the area from interacting with the boulder)
and a height of H = 2 RH and using a hammer energy of E = 2.2 J (at EL = 3) and a nominal
efficiency of 25% from the conversion of electrical to mechanical energy [95], results in
a lower limit of σ > 9 kPa. In this case, the strength σ can be considered a combination
of shear and tensile strength. For brittle materials (note that the brittle behaviour of the
boulders at Abydos is indicated by the many fractures that were observed by the CIVA
camera [35]), the compressive strength is typically a factor of 5–20 higher than the tensile
strength, which results in a lower limit of compressive strength of σc > 45 kPa.

Another source of information about the mechanical properties of the comet surface
stems from the SESAME/CASSE listening to the MUPUS hammer strokes [87]. CASSE
clearly detected seismic Rayleigh-type surface waves generated by the MUPUS hammer-
ing that were travelling through the comet to the detectors located in the feet of Philae.
Assuming a flat surface, the arrival times of the waves could be converted to a Rayleigh
wave speed of vR = 132.5 +/− 17.6 m/s. Using very conservative assumptions about the
error bounds (three sigmas), the Poisson number (0–0.416), the possible density range
of the cometary surface layer (515–1635 kg m−3), and the geometry (wave path lengths),
Knapmeyer et al. [87] deduced Young’s modulus in the range of 7.2 MPa < E < 980 MPa.
For the relevant depth scale, the surface waves of CASSE are mostly determined by the
first one-third of the wavelength with λ = vR/f with f ~250 Hz–1 kHz, thus a depth of a few
(2–3) dm [87]. Furthermore, the observed frequency-dependent dispersion of the Rayleigh
waves indicates a transition to less rigid material below. An even harder thin layer on top
cannot be excluded, but it cannot be thicker than a few cm otherwise, it would have been
visible in the CASSE data.

In our opinion, some of the assumptions made in [85] are over-conservative, especially
the factor of 3 for the ratio of the true wave path length to Euclidean distance. Applying a
two-sigma lower limit (common in metrology) for vR and using a maximum factor of 1.5 for
the ratio of the true wave path length to Euclidean distance (which seems to be compatible
with the 3D reconstruction of the local geometry below the lander by ROLIS [96]), the
plausible range for Young’s modulus would reduce to 12.8 < E < 192 MPa.
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Furthermore, the thermal inertia TI =
√

k cP ρbulk at Abydos estimated from the
measurements by the radiometer MUPUS-TM can also be used to derive clues about
the mechanical properties of the surface at Abydos. The MUPUS TM field-of-view is
predominantly filled by the same boulder that probably interacted with the PEN and
transmitted the seismic waves to the Philae + Y-foot. It has to be noted that both cameras
on Philae do not show any indication of the presence of a dust layer on the surface of the
boulders [35,96], thus it seems plausible (cf. [97]) that the thermal properties of the boulder
interior (down to several cm) were sampled by MUPUS TM. The authors in [22] derived
a value for the thermal inertia of 85+/−35 J m−2 K−1 s−1/2, which was later corrected to
TI > 120 J m−2 K−1 s−1/2 [2] and further constrained to <180 J m−2 K−1 s−1/2 [20]. Using the
density range given above, a temperature of 110 K, a refractory/ice mass ratio of between 1
and 5, and the specific heat values for CI carbonaceous chondrites and water ice [98], one
finds a thermal conductivity of the mixture of about 0.06 W m−1 K−1, bounded by 0.02 and
0.10 Wm−1 K−1. This is about one order of magnitude higher than that of smooth terrains
(dusty, smooth units such as Imhotep, Hatmehit, etc.) with a very low thermal inertia
(10–30 J K−1 m−2 s−1/2 [2,99]). It is important to note that at the very low temperature
of Abydos of T = 110 K the radiative contribution of even large millimetre-sized grains
would be below 10−3 W m−1 K−1 (using the theory of Sakatani [100]) and can be neglected.
The relatively high values of thermal conductivity observed by MUPUS-TM at the Abydos
site can only be explained by some sort of cementation (e.g., by sintering of water ice and
formation of sinter necks between the grains) that binds the grains together. The relevant
size scale is given by the diurnal thermal skin depth, s

s =
√

κP/πρcp =
Γ

ρcP

√
P
π

Here, P is the diurnal period, κ is the thermal conductivity) of ~5 cm, as TI values are
influenced by the first ~3 skin depths.

For a random packing of identical, isotropic, and homogeneous spheres with shear
modulus µ and Poisson’s ratio ν, the bulk elastic parameters can then be related to those
in a porous medium following the approach of Digby [101]. In Hertzian contact theory,
two identical spheres have a circular contact area of radius rc depending on the confining
pressure and Young’s modulus of the sphere material. In an extension of the Hertz contact
model, Digby assumes that the contact area between two spheres contains a small, concen-
tric area of radius r < rc, where the spheres are firmly bonded, that is, remain in contact
even without confining pressure. He obtains the effective Lamé parameters of the packing.
We take the adhesive region as a model for a sintering neck between two particles and
consider the case without confining pressure, where r ≡ rc. The point is that according to
the conventional theory of effective thermal conductivity k (without radiative parte) of a
granular bed, k is also proportional to rc.

Under these circumstances, the thermal conductivity k of the bulk can be related to the
effective Young’s modulus of the porous boulder by derivation (see [102]):

EDigby =
π

8
k
kg

Eg (8)

where kg is the thermal conductivity of the solid grain and Eg is the Young’s modulus of
the solid.

Digby’s theory is strictly applicable for a single component system where the bounds
(cement) between the spherical grains have the same elastic properties as the grains. It
seems reasonable that the bulk elastic properties are mostly determined by the cementing
material. Therefore, we choose the appropriate values of ice at 110 K for the grain properties,
kg = 5.9 W m−1 K−1 [103,104] and Eg = 10.3 GPa [51,105]. Then a thermal inertia of
120 J m− K−1 s−1/2 can be converted by Equation (8) to E ≈ EDigby = 14–69 MPa. The lower
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limit for Young’s modulus derived from the thermal properties fits well with the lower
bound derived from the seismic wave analysis.

Because thermal conductivity, elastic modulus, and strength for porous consolidated
materials are governed mainly by the bonds between grains, it is natural to assume that
correlations between these properties exist. From the results of [53], which we discussed
above, one finds a ratio of E/σc~100. A similar value can be deduced from the results
of [106] on artificial snow. For natural snow, the review of Mellor [48] indicates a higher
E/σc of about 500 on average, which is comparable to E/σc for compact rocks [107]. For
~1 cm specimens of compacted powders, the experimental work of Sun [108] found a range
of E/σc of 347 (compacted plastic material powder, porosity 9–27%) to 893 (compacted
brittle material powder, porosity 40–50%). We use the range of E/σc = 100–500 for our
conversion from Young’s modulus to the compressive strength of the Abydos boulders
resulting in 28 kPa < σc < 690 kPa from the thermal inertia data.

One might ask where, in this correlation between the elastic modulus and compressive
strength, is the size dependence of the latter. The answer is that the empirical conversion
factors are valid for typical laboratory samples of a size of 1–10 cm.

From the CASSE data alone, we have for compressive strength a lower limit of ~26 kPa
and a rather uncertain upper limit of the order of 2 MPa (size scale 20–30 cm).

For the case discussed above where the MUPUS pen tip did not touch the surface,
this range is further constrained to >45–690 kPa (both 5 cm scales). If it did but initial
penetration did not succeed, the consequence is a lower limit for the compressive strength
of 580 kPa (see above) on a scale of 10 mm; if we assume that the LEFM scaling still holds
in this range, then the >580 kPa at 10 mm is equivalent to >260 kPa at a 5 cm scale; if not, at
most the 580 kPa also applies at the 5 cm scale.

The final synthesis range for the Abydos site is thus 28 kPa–690 kPa on the 5–30 cm
scale. Abydos is a rather special place—it is a cold trap because it is very poorly illuminated
by the Sun and the average surface temperature is lower than in many other places, leading
to unusually strong ice redeposition and sintering.

5. Conclusions

In Figure 8, we summarize the data on the strength of cometary materials discussed
here; strength vs. size scale in double-logarithmic axes.

We have re-analysed the data for the apparently exceptional 67P Abydos site, where
originally [22], a lower limit of several MPa for compressive strength was suggested. Our
revised value for compressive strength is 28–690 kPa on the 5–30 cm scale, possibly repre-
senting the most competent material on the comet, potentially with a reduced porosity [60]
compared to the average 70–80%.

We find that cometary material seems to follow the general expected trend that shows
an increase in strength with decreasing scale, the ∝d−0.5 scaling being at least not implau-
sible; small grains are stronger than boulders, which are themselves stronger than large
topographic features such as cliffs or the nucleus itself.

However, we also note that at any scale, the strength values span at least 2 orders
of magnitude, and potentially more than 4 orders of magnitude. Part of this span must
be due to the intrinsic differences between the material considered in various studies
(airfall vs consolidated, ice-rich vs ice-poor, fraction of organic content, degree of sintering,
etc.), which are mostly unknown. Furthermore, from the combination of data with many
different underlying methods and looking at the spread at a given scale, we believe that
inhomogeneity on many scales is the norm rather than the exception.
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